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At the conclusion of the Action, we imagine a moment of silence.

D

3. remember / bedenken / souvenir / запомнить

& APPLIE

Phase the third: remember. Allow the sound to bring the image back to you;
see it again. It may have changed. Memory, sometimes, works that way.

AL

2. forget / vergessen / oublier / забывать

( SER )

NT

Phase the second: forget. Allow the sound to erase the image from
your mind. It may dissolve; it may age to dust; it may go up in flames.
There are many ways of forgetting.
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1. attend / hören / écouter / слушать

ICAL SO
C

TRANSCEN

Phase the first: attend. Close your eyes. Allow the sound to bring the image
into your mind’s eye. Consider it, in as much detail as its presence allows.

HET

for

We have relatively little to go on in the reconstruction of this
attentional exercise—only Narma’s three multilingual exhortations.
The italicized directions below represent an effort to interpolate
missing details, and thereby to recover how “The Protocol of the
Listener” (as we have chosen to call it) might have been activated
in specific Actions of sustained attention to sound recordings like
those found on Audiotape 12/19/1964—or other audio material.

T
ES

TY

THE PROTOCOL OF
THE LISTENER

THE NARMA TAPES:
Polyphony and Politics in the Cold War

:

Readers of the PROCEEDINGS OF ESTAR(SER) will already be aware
of the considerable efforts made by various scholars, collectors,
bibliophiles, and editors to sift the historicity of that peculiar body
known as THE ORDER OF THE THIRD BIRD. Despite the labors
of the ESTAR(SER) researchers, a great deal of uncertainty
(and even some genuine confusion) persists concerning the nature and
workings of THE BIRDS — a self-sequestering community that seems to
function, at least in its modern incarnation, as a private association
of adepts who convene to perform public and private rites of sustained
attention to made things (often works of art). New documents
bearing on the genesis, evolution, and practices of THE ORDER
are continually coming to light, and we are pleased here to offer a sample
from a new and interesting body of relevant materials. Details follow.

Text and Context
The émigré Estonian sound engineer Rein Narma (1923-2011) played a significant
role in the development of the 1959 Fairchild 670, a vaunted limiter/compressor
that remains a cult artifact among audiophiles. His relationship with Les Paul
and other jazz greats has been discussed elsewhere; his later work with the Ampex
Corporation has been treated in a valuable oral history. Narma’s apparent
relationship with the Order of the Third Bird is less well understood, but there
seems to be some evidence that he was involved with attentional practices very much
like those familiar to associates of the Order, and that he may have been at the
center of a community of like-minded practitioners in New York City in the late
1950s and early 1960s (See “The Hale Transcripts: Object-Oriented Ventriloquy
and the Bay of Pigs,” forthcoming in the Proceedings). It is this prior (speculative)
identification that permits us to surmise that the artifact depicted opposite may have
belonged to Narma, and may represent his acoustical handiwork. The audiotape
labeled “Beckmann, MoMA, 12/19/1964” (and initialed “RN”) contains nine
minutes and three seconds of lyrical cacophony in three discrete “movements.”
Overdubbing and even (apparently) reverse playback characterize these challenging
and layered recordings. Internal evidence, to be discussed in detail in a subsequent
publication, suggests that this unprecedented acoustical source represents an
elaborately manipulated sound recording of six associates of the Order of the Third Bird engaged
in a “colloquy.” The object? One of the Max Beckmann paintings on display at the
MoMA exhibition that opened in mid-December of 1964. It is impossible to say
with certainty what might have motivated Narma to experiment with so radical a
treatment of the intimate exchanges among his companions, but a biographical
note merits close consideration: at the close of the Second World War, Narma
(a staunch anti-communist, whose family had suffered directly at the hands of
the Soviets) found work with US forces in Western Europe, and subsequently
served in an extraordinary capacity—as a sound engineer at the Nuremburg trials,
where he helped maintain the IBM Hushaphone Filene-Findlay system. Radical
for its time, these acoustically isolated microphones and headphones connected
each listener with the appropriate translator across four languages. One can feel
a pang of (imaginative) sympathy for the polylingual Narma under such
conditions, obliged to listen, for hours, to such unsettling testimony—in English,
French, Russian, and German. Did Rein Narma’s life of unparalleled audiophilia
(a concern with how things sound) represent, ultimately, a flight from a surfeit
of unbearable content (the dreaded what was said)? More research is needed.

FIGURE: Back cover of the flat, square box (found in the W-Cache) containing one
reel of quarter-inch magnetic audiotape. The tape preserves what appears to be a set of acoustic
experiments made by Rein Narma in late 1964. The three lines of holograph text
at center would seem to spell out (in the Nuremberg languages) three phases of an
attentional “Protocol of the Listener”; a transcription is given overleaf. The German
sentence at bottom inscribes the opening verse of Rilke’s Duino Elegies (1923):
“Who, if I cried out, would hear me among the Angelic Orders?” (Photo courtesy of Tasty Waives).

